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Introduction. The purpose of this note is to give a simple alternative

proof for the following functional equation :

00

E [U(i + a)z - iß) + \((l + 1 - a)z + iß)} + irz(a2 -a+ 1/6)
1=0

(1) = E {*((* + 0)*-1 + *«) + MV +1 - ß)*-1 - «*)}
í-0

+ Trz-'da2 ~ß+ 1/6) + 2w(a - 1/2)08 - 1/2),

where X(t) = -logíl-e-2") (the principal value), 0=a^l, 0</3<1

(or 0<a<l, 0^/3^1), and 9î(z) >0. This formula was first proved in

[2], and its applications to the theory of partitions have also been

investigated (see [2; 3]).

The method we employ in this paper is essentially that of Rade-

macher [4]. Although our method is still based on the Mellin trans-

form technique and the theory of the Hurwitz zeta-functions, we have

made a thorough revision of Rademachers original method, and

thus a very short and direct proof of the functional equation can be

given.

It may be noted that if we define a function A(z, a, ß) by

00

A(z, a, ß) = E {X((l + a)z - iß) + X((l + 1 - a)z + iß)}
2-0

+ irz(a2 - a + 1/6) - ri(a - 1/2)08 - 1/2),

then (1) is written in the form

k(z,a,ß) = A(z-\ 1 - ß, a).

On the other hand, it is clear from the definition that

\(z,a,ß) = A(z, 1 -a, 1 -ß).

Proof of the functional equation. To prove (1), we first assume

that0<a<l, 0</3<1, 9î(z)>0. Using the expansion

00

X(x) = - log(l - e~2") = E w-'e-2""
71=1

and applying the Mellin formula
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T(s)y-*ds (9t(y) > 0)
c—¿00

with c = 3/2, it follows that

00 CO CO <

Z X((/ + a)s - iß) = Z Z — *-»*«'+■>«-*>»
i=o i=o n=i   n

oo      oo     glTißn      n 3/2+¡oo

= EE-r- I T(s){2w(l + a)zn}-'ds
1=0 n=l   2«»   J 3/2-100

1       /•'/*+*»    r^)     /    oo X W    "       g2"i»\

" 2^^3/2-^   (2«)»\¿í (J + a)V\¿í   «1+*/

Therefore

» i   /* 3'2+ia> r(s)

(2)        E A((* + «)« - iß)   = — —-— f(í, «)ffl(l + í)dí,
«-o 2mJ3/2-i«,   (2irz)'

where Ç(s, a) = Z¡-o (¿+a)~* is the Hurwitz zeta-function, and Cß(s)

= I„"=i»-*e2'ií" (8ï(s)>0).
Now the function Ça(s)  (0<a<l) can be expressed in terms of

Hurwitz zeta-f unctions, i.e.,

Us) - r'(l - î)(2T)-1{e*i<1->/2r(l - 5, a)

+ -^F*«r-»^«l - s, 1 - a)}.

This relation is an easy consequence of the famous formula:

2r(l - s) t -   cos (2*an)
to a) =   o ,i-,   W"/2) Z-¡zr-

(27t)1 s    (. n_i       n1 '

"    sin (2iraM))
+ cos(ttî/2) Z--> (^W < °)-

From (3) we see that Ça(s) is an integral function of s (cf. Apóstol

[I])-
Returning to (2), we obtain further that

CO

Z {X((l + a)z - iß) + X((l +1 - a)z + iß)}

(4)      "°
J n Z/i+ixl    r*1

= — z-F(s; a, ß)ds
2m J 3/2_ioo

with
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(5) F(s;a,ß) = T (s) (2*)-{ç (s, a) Ml + *) + t(s, 1 - a)fi-a(l + s)}.

The function F (s; a, ß) satisfies the equation

(6) F(s;a,ß) = F(-s;l-ß,a),

since we have, by (5) and (3),

F(s; a, ß)

(7) = r(í)r(-í)[e-""2{f(j, a)f(-í, ß) + f(î, 1 - a)t(-s, l-ß)}

+ e'»/2{f(5, a)t(-S, l~ß)+ t(s, 1 - a)t(-s,ß)}],

which is unchanged when s, a, ß are replaced by —s, 1— ß, a respec-

tively.

Now in the integral on the right of (4), we move the path of

integration from 9î(s) =3/2 to 9i(s) = —3/2, and obtain

— I z-'F(s; a, ß)ds

(°)
I        /.-3/2+.-0O

= — I z-'F(s; a, ß)ds + Ri + R0 + R-i,
2wlJ -3/2-ioo

where Ri, Ro, i?-i are the corresponding residues of the integrand at

its simple poles s=l, 0, —1 respectively. The displacement of the

path of integration may easily be justified by considering the order of

magnitude of the integrand. Actually, we have, writing $(s) =t,

z- = o(e<*/2-*>i'l)     for | arg z |   = tt/2 - 5 < x/2,

r(i)r(-i) = - tt(j sin its)-1 = 0(|<|-v-»«i),

t(s, a) = 0(\ t\') (see [5, p. 276]),

and hence, by (7),

z—F(s; a, ß) = 0( \ 11«->*-«.'-).

The values of the residues are calculated as follows:

Ri = (2«)-1{fi(2) +fH(2)|
oo

= (27TZ)-1 E n~2(e2^" + e-*'«»)
71-1

00

= Oz)-1 E n~2 cos(2wßn) = TZ-l(ß2 - ß + 1/6),
71-1
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tfo = f(0, a)fr(l) + f(0, 1 - -a)fih»(D
OO

= (1/2 - a) Z »~ V*" - er*»*»)
n=l

OO

= 2t(l/2 - a) Z «_1 sin(27T/3»)
n-l

= 2«(l/2 - a)(l/2 - 0),

and, using (6),

ic_i = - xz(a2 - a + 1/6).

Inserting these values and the relation (6) into the right member of

(8), changing the variable s to —5 and using (4), it is found that the

required equation (1) holds for 0<a<l, 0</3<l, and 9t(z)>0. The

validity of (1) for the end-points of the interval of a or ß may then be

established by means of letting a—->+0, 1—0 or ß—»+0, 1—0 in (1).

This completes the proof of the functional equation.
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